
Weekly Objectives:
Reading: The Junkyard Wonders

Reading Skills: compare and contrast themes, 

settings, and plots of stories written by the 
same author about the same or similar 

characters
Language: irregular and regular plural nouns, 

review of common nouns/proper 

nouns/abstract nouns/concrete nouns
Math: Topic 3: Apply Properties: Multplication

Facts for 3, 4, 6, 7, 8
Math Lessons: 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-7

Science: Magnets

Word Study:

Review
pre- (before)
re- (again)

-er (one who)

Announcements:
•October 26-30: Red Ribbon Week
•October 29: Popcorn Sale
•November 12: Report Cards

•November 20: 3rd Grade Wax Museum
•November 23 & 24 Distance Learning 
Days
•November 25-27: Thanksgiving Holiday

•Activity Schedule:
Mon.-COMPUTER
Tues.-PE (Wear tennis shoes!)
Wed.-LIBRARY
Thurs.-ROTATION (9:05-10:05)

Fri.- MUSIC

•Our lunch time is 12:05

October 26-30
Third Grade Newsletter

Reminders:
Email Addresses:

Mrs. Kirkpatrick-

jkirkpatrick@madison-schools.com

Mrs. Rives: jerives@madison-

schools.com

mailto:jkirkpatrick@madison-schools.com
mailto:jerives@madison-schools.com


Vocabulary Words:
gawky: nervously, awkward, ungraceful
unanimous: in complete agreement an opinion, decision, or vote in which everyone 
agrees

unveiled: to remove a covering from, to show or announce publicly for the first time
assorted: mixed or different
speculate: to guess based on evidence

Science Vocabulary:
New Words

natural magnet: an object that is magnetic without human influence
permanent magnet: something that is always magnetic

electromagnet: a magnet that can be turned on and off with an electric current
magnetic pole: the point on a magnet where magnetic force is strongest
magnetic field: the area where a magnetic force acts

Old Words (Quiz Friday)

electric charge- a negative or positive charge

neutral- a material with no electric charge
repel- to push away
attract- to pull toward
electric force- the push or pull of charged objects

Tests:
Wednesday:

• Language TEST- abstract/ concrete/ proper/ irregular plurals/ regular plurals/ er/re/ 

pre

Thursday:

• Reading TEST

• Math TEST- Topic 3

Friday:

• Science QUIZ- old words


